


Have you ever thought, “If only I could be heard
and really understood and trust I wouldn’t be shut

down”? If so, this might be the most important
mini book you read all year. Here’s why…

 
Just like paying taxes, conflict is an inevitable part

of life. You can’t avoid it no matter how hard you
try! Really. Trust me on that! 

A
STORY OFTEN HEARD



We don’t know how to talk to each other
anymore without fighting.
I don’t want to feel alone, lost, and wounded
any longer.
I’m so tired of being misunderstood and not
feeling heard.
I don’t even know this person anymore or if I
can trust them.

Have you ever said any of these
things?

If you can relate to any part of those statements,
the following information is going to be life-
changing for you.

When it comes to having conflict in our lives, I
guess you could say “That’s just the way it is.”  
But… You don’t have to get stuck there.

In this mini book you are going to discover the
top 5 keys that will help you begin to connect (or
reconnect) with that special someone - fast!

Before we unpack the specifics, I want you to
consider for a moment the results of doing
nothing. You see, ignoring a problem doesn’t
make it go away.  It only makes it worse!

What You’re Going to Get…



The loss of intimacy in the relationship
Emotional trauma
Divorce
Financial ruin
Broken-hearted children

How bad could it get? Well, if you ignore broken communication and
destructive conflict patterns in your relationship, these are the long-
term results you are very likely to get:

You are going to discover how trust is built, what it takes to really
understand each other and speak the same language, and how to
embrace conflict in a positive way that leads to powerful results.



Every married couple has experienced engaging in a “spirited
discussion” with their spouse (unless you just got married and are
still wearing your tux or wedding dress).  My wife, Debbie and I refer
to those sessions as “board meetings”, and they are anything BUT
boring!

Debbie and I came from two different worlds as far as family
communication styles and conflict handling modes are concerned.
For her, it was all about “Keep the waters smooth and wait for things
to settle down.” My own childhood experience was more akin to
“Shoot ‘em up at the OK corral.” Those two worlds collided. Often.

WHY SHOULD YOU 

LISTEN TO US?



On top of that, Debbie came from a failed marriage where she was
subjected to verbal abuse which resulted in a severely crushed self-
image. I, too, was just as broken and carried my own painful
baggage that included failures and disappointments of all kinds. 

With those differing backgrounds and stars in our eyes, we entered
wedded bliss. You can imagine what our first years of marriage
looked like. We were intensely in love with each other, but the
combination was like fire and ice. There were times when we both
felt painfully unheard and misunderstood as the transparency
between us began to fade.

Everything came to a head late one night during one of those fire-
and-ice board meetings. I wanted Debbie to talk to me, but she was
frozen with fear. I didn’t know it, but she couldn’t respond to me
because she believed that if she did, I would crush her just like her
previous husband had. In my frustration, and I’m still embarrassed
today some 44 years later, I slammed a dining room chair down on
the floor so hard that I broke a leg off of it. At two o’clock in the
morning, Debbie took a long walk around the neighborhood. I was
both scared and ashamed of myself. 

Neither one of us wanted a divorce. In fact, we had both decided
independently that divorce was not an option. We knew we had to
change and find a way to break away from our destructive patterns.

A few years later, through a unique God-given opportunity, we
learned how to break the destructive cycle of conflict to really hear
and respect each other, and we learned how to apply a lot of
forgiveness, too.  We began to experience what a dream marriage
could look like after applying the following concepts - and many
more – to our life together. 



For many of us, things often seem to quickly spiral out of control until it
seems there’s no hope for reconciliation as the door of our heart slams
shut.  For some, it marks the beginning of a long journey back to an
easily broken, tenuous peace that opens up old wounds and
disappointments. In the worst situations, maybe it’s the final nail in the
coffin before one or the other files for divorce.  

Let’s look at five keys to improve communication, reduce unhealthy
conflict and rebuild trust. When you embrace and apply these specific
concepts, you will feel heard, connected, respected and even loved.
You will be able to work through your differences and experience a
change in attitude that will allow you to resolve your challenges.  You
will rebuild trust and rekindle hope for your future life together.

So, let’s get started

We were blessed and fortunate to be mentored, trained and
equipped by respected leaders in the area of marriage and
relationship coaching which has enabled us to help couples for the
last 29 years!

Today, we are a time-tested couple who help people to be heard,
understood and accepted in a divorce-proof marriage by improving
communication and conflict resolution skills that build lasting trust.



We are all so busy talking that we don’t always stop to really hear
each other.  Ever caught yourself thinking up your next answer or
defensive response in the middle of a conversation? It’s impossible
to do that and really listen at the same time.

Mike and Georgie came to us with a torn and painful marriage.  They
were caught in a cycle of disrespectful communication, hurting each
other intentionally and unintentionally, and feeling beat-up and
frustrated. They were all about who was the loudest and who
backed down first to resolve their disagreements. We connected
with them for a Discovery Session during which they came to
recognize the #1 obstacle to achieving their goals: the lack of trust
and respect in their relationship.  

Key #1: Listen with an open heart &

hold your tongue

https://calendly.com/jet-impact-1976


We mapped out a 3-part strategy to help them empathically listen to
each other and respond respectfully to each other, all while
benefitting from the strengths of their different conflict handling
styles. Things dramatically changed as they built trust and bonded
with each other in a new way. 

Ironically, Mike and Georgie almost didn’t reach out to us because
of their busy schedule. They thought they just didn’t have time to
add one more thing to the calendar, but when they chose the course
of action we developed with them, they broke through the barriers
and began to connect at the heart level once again. They heard each
other for the first time without a fight! 

Mike later said, “This was the most important investment we’ve
ever made and it has changed us and our relationship forever!”



Let’s get real – men and women think and process things differently.
In fact, each think the other is speaking “dog-lish” rather than
English (or whatever their native language is)! It seems we both
expect the other to act and think like we do.

Choosing to get established in their professional careers first, Steve
and Lydia put off marriage until their mid-30s . However, after a
season of stress and a string of disappointments and unfulfilled
expectations, they began to wonder if they made a mistake getting
married after all.

Key #2: Understand the needs &

differences of men and women



While engaging with us during a Discovery Session Steve and
Lydia realized that the source of their unfulfilled expectations was to
be found in understanding the differences in what men and women
need – and they in particular - to feel loved and respected. But
knowing about something is not the same as being able to actually
DO something with it. This new understanding cracked the
competitive divide, and we were able to prescribe an action plan
that helped them build trust, affirm each other, and blend their
strengths effectively. They began to grow and delight in their
differences and leave misunderstanding behind. 

https://calendly.com/jet-impact-1976


Have you ever had an upset stomach, a headache, or wanted to run
away and hide from someone? If so, you have likely been caught up
in the insidious swirl of strife. Staying on the merry-go-round of
strife guarantees you will get seriously hurt!

Scott and Jan felt like their home was a battlefield with mines
planted everywhere. Their three children, all under 10, kept them
busy and added to a gunnysack full of unresolved issues. A loving
grandmother helped them see that the children were beginning to
act out and copy them. They were embarrassed and felt defeated,
but they knew they needed help from outside the family. 

Key#3: Stop the strife, win the war



Still, they almost didn’t reach out for help because they thought it
would be too expensive. Even so, they loved and trusted the idea
that they could work with a couple to get the help they needed. They
were at the end of their rope feeling unloved and said “Yes!” to the
opportunity to meet with us for a Discovery Session. 

It was clear that what was happening on the surface was just a
cover for what was happening under the waterline. We were able to
make three specific actionable recommendations and shared a
powerful tool with them we call a Strife Break to break the cycle of
strife that reared its ugly head almost daily. It took a bit of courage
and just a little practice, but before long they began to experience
more peace and less warfare between them.

Did all their problems magically disappear? No. But it gave them a
healthy place from which to begin to solve their challenges together.
As a result, they were able to experience healing from the pain,
forgive each other, and stop overactive imaginations that usually
turned into accusations and warfare. 

For the first time in their married life, they discovered their spouse
was not their enemy, and love flooded in.  They stopped believing
Satan and started seeing each other through God’s eyes. 

Scott and Jan told us, “Knowing what we know now, it’s clear to
us that the cost of doing nothing for our marriage would be
astronomical compared to the investment we made in coaching
with you. It was worth every penny and then some!"

https://calendly.com/jet-impact-1976
http://www.impactrelationshipcoaching.com/


If you don’t know someone well, you can’t really trust them. For that
matter, how can you trust if there isn’t a pattern of trustworthiness?
If you do know them and a breach of trust happens, you feel unsafe
and unsure. Broken trust is hard, but certainly not impossible to
rebuild.

Chuck and Julie began the scary process of rebuilding trust after a
series of experiences in which trust had been broken. Each of them
was devastated. Chuck was desperate and Julie was reluctant. Her
attitude was negative and her heart was nearly closed, but both
chose to give it one more chance. 

Key #4: Create a pattern of trust



After meeting with them for a couple-to-couple Discovery Session
over Zoom, several areas requiring their attention were found
including relationship bonding forces, setting up accountability,
instituting the principles of forgiveness and how to have open,
honest, and respectful communication. It was a long, slow grind, but
they were committed to making their marriage work. After a while,
they began to sense that old familiar spark they once knew and
doubled down with a renewed excitement as God helped them to
build their marriage on solid ground. 

Where they had once been teetering on the brink of divorce, today
they stand together feeling safe, secure, and positive, working
together to build the marriage they always hoped for. 

Chuck said, “It was SO worth it!” and Julie said, “Our love has
been restored, and in fact is stronger than it ever was before.”

http://www.impactrelationshipcoaching.com/
https://calendly.com/jet-impact-1976


Statistics speak loudly: 1 out of 2 marriages ends in divorce. 

These days you can get an insurance policy for just about anything
to reduce your financial risk. But let’s be clear. Car insurance doesn’t
mean you won’t have an accident any more than life insurance will
keep you from, well…dying. When a couple uses the strategy in their
marriage that we teach them, they can bank on a new statistic
impacting their marriage. 

Key #5: Pray together



Couples who pray together each day about the things that concern
the both of them see the divorce needle move from 1 out of every 2
marriages ending in divorce to 1 out of every 1,152* marriages
ending in divorce. If that isn’t a REAL insurance policy, I don’t know
what is! And you don’t have to pay monthly premiums, either.

Jim and Allison were a busy couple that had many positive things
going for them, but they didn’t feel connected or in agreement on
many important issues from family and children to money and
leisure time. It was the level of disagreement and the lack of
connection with each other that drove them to seek us out. We met
Jim and Allison for a Discovery Session to help them discover the
biggest challenge to their marriage. As it turned out, the #1 obstacle
to achieving their goals was the lack of effective boundaries and
accountability in their personal lives. Together, we developed a
strategy for dealing with those things, but it seemed something was
still missing.

There just didn’t seem to be time in their busy lives to rest or spend
meaningful time together, much less with God. Their boat was
leaking. They were anxious to prevent it from sinking in the future.
Enter: Conversational Prayer.

When we shared the concept with them and how to go about it, they
put it into action and began to reap the rewards almost at once.
Later on, Jim said, “We didn’t know anything about praying together.
This has changed everything for us! God is now the center of our
marriage and it is awesome!” Today they still have busy lives, but
now they also have time for rest and recreation after creating solid
boundaries, accountability systems and learning to pray together.

* Why Most Couples Don’t Pray Together, Married ! Magazine, Spring 1997
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To keep the peace, you should always agree on everything.
If there are challenges in your marriage, you should start over
with someone new.
Having children will usually help fix the problems a couple is
experiencing because they will work together for the good of the
children.
There are things you don’t have to forgive.
Money problems are the reason most couples don’t get along.
Sex should be a “9” or“10” most if not all the time.
All you need is love for a marriage to work.

Take a moment and answer “Yes” or “No” the following:

Your Choice, Your Chance

# Yes answers _________                             # No answers _________



Honestly, we hope you answered “no” to all seven statements, but
even if you did, this question still remains:

Do you want to have an open, honest, respectful and trusting relationship
based on God-given principles and supported with tools to help you
communicate, build trust, and resolve conflict effectively?

If so, now is the time to do something about it. We have practical
tools for you to help you experience the marriage God intended you
to have. If you want the results other couples have enjoyed, we
invite you to book a free 45-minute Discovery Session with us.

During this fast-paced call/visit we’ll look at your background,
experience and current situation, and we’ll see what’s possible for
you in terms of a breakthrough in your marriage in the next year
starting with the first 90 days. We’ll examine what you’re doing now
and find out what’s working and what’s not. We will help you to
identify the #1 thing holding you back from having the dream
marriage that you want, and then map out a plan to get you where
you want to go.  You’ll leave the call feeling clear, confident, and
excited about taking your relationship to the next level.

So, what are you waiting for? Schedule your free Discovery
Session now!

https://calendly.com/jet-impact-1976
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John & Debbie Trombley have been married for 45 years and have 4 grown
children, 12 grandchildren and 4 great grandchildren.

John has a bachelor’s degree in psychology from the University of Alaska
Anchorage and a Master of Management degree from the University of Mary
Fargo. He has 20+ years of experience providing consulting services in a
variety of organization development scenarios. He was first registered with the
Supreme Court of the State of Minnesota as a Qualified Neutral mediator in
2010 and is certified in Internal Investigations by the Council on Education in
Management. Previously, John served as a Command Pilot, Squadron
Commander and senior staff officer in the USAF and Air National Guard and
retired as a Lieutenant Colonel with over 6,200 flying hours.

Debbie is a certified Life Coach through Life Breakthrough Academy Christian
Coaching and completed advanced coursework in 2013. She works with
women in 1-on-1 and in small groups as a Life Coach through Touchpoint
Coaching. She is also certificated in the Women Reaching Women program
through Life Way and completed the Competency in Conflict Leadership Skills
program with Quiet Waters Ministries. 

Since 1993 their experience in marriage and family ministry has been centered
on helping couples build solid marriages and helping to restore wounded
relationships through seminars, workshops, weekend retreats and couple-to-
couple marriage relationship coaching. They offer scripture-based, by-
appointment marriage coaching to couples looking to strengthen their marriage
as well as pre-marital counseling using SYMBIS and the Prepare/Enrich
assessment tools as part of the process. 

Impact Relationship Coaching, LLC
ImpactRelationshipCoaching.com

Thrive! Don’t just survive.

“Marriage isn’t a promise to be in love; it is a promise to always love”

http://www.touchpointlifecoaching.com/
http://impactrelationshipcoaching.com/

